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Payment Processing Clerk is Processing timecards and accurately process payroll 
for all employees on scheduled pay days. Assisting in maintaining payroll 
operations according to company policies and procedures. Transmitting weekly 
payroll information into Ceridian and review report for accuracy. Processing 
garnishments, prepare termination checks and submit voluntary deductions, etc.

MARCH 2001 – FEBRUARY 2003
PAYMENT PROCESSING CLERK - ABC CORPORATION

 Operated simple machines and perform basic maintenance/repairs.
 Worked effectively in a team environment.
 Worked in a fast-paced deadline driven environment.
 Received, scanned, sorted, &amp; distributed incoming mail daily in a timely 

fashion (including Priority, Certified, Express, UPS, and FedEx packages).
 Operated mail sorting &amp; opening equipment to include basic cleaning, 

routine maintenance, &amp; escalation of service issues to management (as 
needed).

 Assisted with Document Imaging (scanning) as needed.
 Trained &amp; cross-trained others as needed.

1996 – 2001
PAYMENT PROCESSING CLERK - DELTA CORPORATION

 Manually posting payments Processing payments through the DP500 Manually 
posting payments on Total System Opening mail and breaking down payments .

 Responsible for processing payments for parking tickets and toll ways using 
multiple systems.

 Providing customer service and process payments efficiently.
 The impact i have is being accurate with little errors, attention to detail, 

hardworking Skills Used Ability to work fast and accurately, and being .
 Process payments for parking violations and collection agencies via phone.
 Responsible for accurately calculating and preparing two bank deposits a day of

over $250,000 each.
 Created and maintained deposit spreadsheets in MS Excel.

EDUCATION

MS
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SKILLS

Demonstrating Skills, Training.
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